
Introduction Note

Super Duper You is a wonderful text that helps children to celebrate their
unique qualities. This document offers planning inspiration that teachers
can adapt to work for their children in their class. This planning document,
therefore, does not aim to provide an activity for every area of learning within
the Early Years Foundation Stage but instead aims to support your setting's existing planning.
The planning is divided into adult-led activity ideas and inspiration for child-led provision within
the classroom.

Adult-Led Learning

These ideas are aimed at either whole class inputs or small group time activities with children.

Learning Activity

Read the story and talk about how different people are unique and
have different likes and dislikes. Make a rainbow sheet, using display
board edging, to match the last page of the text. Children can then
write or draw the things that make them special. For younger learners
the adult could scribe for the child. These rainbows could then be
used to make a classroom display.

Look at the illustrations in the book to identify different shapes and
patterns. Ask the children how many different shapes or how many
different patterns they can spot. You could introduce a simple tally
to incorporate some counting to this activity. The children can then
create their own t-shirt design, or superhero cape, using different
shapes and patterns. Outside, the children could use chalk to draw
different shapes, making pictures or patterns.

Talk together about who is speaking in the book. Use this discussion
to talk about families and friends. As a circle time activity, children
could mime things that they do with members of their family, such
as reading a story with a grandparent, and things they do with
friends, such as jumping in muddy puddles.
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Learning Activity

Introduce a feelings chat into the morning routine. If you have a
classroom feelings board use this. You might also like to teach the
children some Makaton signs for different feelings. Invite the children
to say, or show, how they are feeling each day and reflect on how
this is not always the same.

Sing songs about different feelings together. There are lots of
feelings songs available online for instance, The Feelings Song by
Scratch Garden, or 1,2,3 Good to be Me from Sing Up. The children
could sing along with these songs during snack time, carpet learning
time, or assembly.

Develop a superhero imagination game where children practise
moving safely around the room as superheroes. Use different music
to encourage the use of different speeds or styles of movement.
When the music stops the children could create a superhero freeze
frame, or a freeze frame of them doing activities they are good at.
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Provision Idea

Use different role play costumes to make a ‘future you’ dress up
shop. Encourage the children to try on lots of different roles and to
act out their different jobs. If the classroom has iPads available for
the children to use, they can take a picture of themselves in different
roles to share later in a circle time or for a display.

Have images of different activities, jobs, people and places that the
children can cut and stick into a collage about them. Encourage the
children to write labels for the different things on their picture.
Talk with the children about how they too are ‘lots of different
things’ and about how each person’s collage is different.

Set up an activity to encourage categorisation and sorting. For example,
have a range of different pom poms, buttons and shapes, and different
sorting containers. Ask the children to make ‘special collections’ and
talk to the children about the choices they have made. For example,
how many objects are there in each group? Why have they placed
certain items together? This activity will aim to embed mathematical
language, in particular language about shape and size.
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These ideas are to support learning about this text through child-led play.
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Provision Idea

Set up a ‘self portrait’ drawing station with mirrors. You could either
have face templates or blank pieces of paper. Encourage the children
to look carefully when drawing themselves. Talk about how special
and unique each person is while they are drawing and find a way of
celebrating these drawings when they are complete.

Create a house or a street scene with a range of different people and
vehicles. Children can rebuild their own houses or streets and act
out household scenes or what might happen on a street as families
and friends meet up.

Create a superhero obstacle course that involves lots of different
movement skills, for example sometimes moving fast, sometimes
moving slow, climbing high and crawling down low.
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